Under the extreme condition of the scattering length being much shorter than the wavelength, light transport in random media is strongly modified by mesoscopic interference, and can even be 
that mesoscopic transport is a general wave phenomenon. Pioneering studies have reported indications of three-dimensional localization of light 9,10 . However, their conclusions were based on the properties of the average intensity, where it is difficult to separate localization effects from other contributions such as absorption or fluorescence 11 . Demonstrations of mesoscopic interference corrections in three-dimensional materials in the optical regime 12, 13 have been limited to values of the conductance g in the range 10 2 − 10 4 .
Here we demonstrate very strong, collective multiple scattering and mesoscopic light transport in three dimensional nanowire mats. Understanding light transport in these nanowire mats is of considerable importance for applications in next-generation light harvesting and optoelectronics devices [14] [15] [16] [17] . The nanowire mats studied here consist of a high density of GaP nanowires grown epitaxially on a GaP (100) substrate using a combination of vapor-liquid-solid growth and sidewall growth (see Method). Importantly, samples can be fabricated with high uniformity over areas of several cm 2 and exhibit negligible absorption of wavelengths longer than the indirect electronic band gap at 548 nm. Figure 1 (a) shows a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a cleaved section of the 6-µm thick nanowire mat. The side-view image clearly shows the preferential alignment of the nanowires along several crystallographic directions. In our experiments, the nanowires were pressed against a glass coverslip. This procedure increased the homogeneity of the layer and reduced the alignment (see Supplementary Section S1). Such compressed semiconductor nanowire mats were shown to be one of the most strongly scattering materials in the visible wavelength range 18 .
Characterization of diffuse transport
Multiple scattering by the collective of nanowires -as compared to transport through individual nanowire waveguides -is characterized by a number of distinct features, such as diffuse broadening of the spatial intensity profile, coherent backscattering 18 , and spectral and spatial correlations. Several of these characteristics are shown in Fig. 1 and in the Supplementary Section S2. This includes the "memory effect", a shift of the intensity speckle pattern when displacing the sample over a distances less than the correlation length 2 . The total transmission T , shown in Fig. 1(b) , indicates a strongly reduced transmission through nanowire mats of increasing thickness L, proportional to Ohms law T ∼ ℓ/L. Below 600 nm wavelength, the transmission is reduced by a tail of increasing absorption toward the band gap of GaP of 548 nm. Above 600 nm, the response is flat and indicative of low absorption losses in the nanowires. We have characterized the static and dynamic diffuse transport parameters of nanowire mats using a range of broadband methods 18, 19 . mat is an anisotropic three-dimensional random medium, in contrast to anisotropic media with one or more dimensions of decoupled quasi-ballistic transport 22,23 . The theoretical treatment of mesoscopic effects presented below disregards anisotropy or inhomogeneity along the thickness of the mat. While the general effect can be understood using available isotropic theory, in future work a fuller understanding might be obtained from models which take into account the sample geometry.
Spatial intensity fluctuations
To characterize mesoscopic light transport through nanowire mats we use the method of intensity fluctuations, which has been shown to be robust against absorption 24,25 . Enhanced intensity fluctuations are a result of the correlations induced by path crossings of the light inside the medium 2 . Theory for three dimensional media predicts increased fluctuations for reduced beam size, due to an increase of the crossing probability for two multiple scattering light paths 12, 26 . Therefore, light was focused tightly onto the sample as shown in Fig. 2(a) .
The spatial intensity distribution at the surface of the nanowire mat was measured for many thousands of microscopic scattering configurations in order to obtain a statistically reliable data set (see Methods). The incident spot size was changed by displacing the illuminating microscope objective over a controlled distance, keeping the numerical aperture of illumination fixed. Fig. 2(d) . The out of focus data is reasonably well described by a Rayleigh (negative exponential) distribution, representing the uncorrelated speckle fields 2 . A small deviation from the ideal exponent of -1 is observed due to limited experimental contrast (which also causes the small drop of the lowest intensities). However, even for out of focus illumination, an increased probability is found for high intensities s ab . A fit using a mesoscopic transport . The expanding waveguide model agrees well with diagrammatic theory for the intensity fluctuations and correlations 13, 26 . As the probability of light paths crossing is inversely proportional to the waveguide width, mesoscopic interference effects occur predominantly in the first few mean free paths. It was found that the focus dependence of g follows the expanding waveguide model well (lines in Fig. 2 (f)), when taking into account a minimum width of the waveguide given by diffuse broadening of the illumination intensity over several mean free paths 12 . This broadening defines the smallest g that can be measured. We note that our measured g is much lower than the number of independent incident channels in the expanding waveguide which is of order k (Fig. 1a) , or by differences in the interface conditions (coverslip versus substrate).
Total transmission fluctuations
In addition to the spatial intensity statistics, we analyzed the fluctuations in the total transmission of light transmitted through the nanowire mat. The out of focus histogram shows a narrow distribution which can be well described by a Gaussian (red curve). In comparison, the in focus histogram shows a pronounced broadening and an asymmetry with respect to a Gaussian (grey curve). These two characteristics indicate a deviation from the weak scattering regime. Random matrix theory has shown that the tail of the distribution can be described by an exponential ∼ exp(−gs a ) 27 . Indeed a good fit is obtained for an exponential with a slope of g = 10.2 ± 0.4 (dashed line in Fig. 3(b) ). tary Section S3), we find a slightly better agreement, which supports the hypothesis of an experimental limitation.
In addition to experimental factors, the reduced variance may indicate limitations in the theoretical models linking P (s a ) and P (s ab ). We note in particular the extension of quasi one-dimensional models to three dimensions 22 , which may alter the relationship between the variances and the conductance parameter g, and an as yet unknown role of anisotropy.
In addition, self-consistent localization theory has predicted significant deviations from the hallmark lognormal distribution in three dimensions, including a reduction of the variance and increased skewness 29 . Thus, the relationship between transmission fluctuations and g is not absolutely established for such strongly scattering three-dimensional samples. Our results of Fig. 3 are the first experimental demonstration of a large deviation from the Gaussian distribution for total transmission in a three dimensional random medium. So far these fluctuations have been observed in the microwave regime 24,25 or in a quasi-one dimensional geometry 22 . While a deeper understanding requires a full theory including anisotropy, our results show that the regime of mesoscopic transport near the critical localization transition is experimentally accessible in three-dimensional nanowire mats.
Compared to the variance, the skewness (third cumulant) of the distribution, (⟨s
, is expected to be more robust against averaging over input channels, as it is entirely determined by contributions which include two path intersections 13 . We find a value for the skewness in focus of 0.08 for the distribution of Fig. 3(b) , which is 10 5 times larger than previous measurements of this quantity reported for slabs of TiO 2 paint 13 . Using the relation (⟨s 3 ⟩ − 1) = 16/45g 2 for three dimensional media in the diffusion approximation 27 we find a value of g IF = 2.1.
Spatial and spectral correlations
To complement our investigation into intensity fluctuations, we also examined the spatial and spectral correlations of the transmitted light induced by multiple scattering in nanowire mats (see Methods). These correlations form an important additional proof demonstrating that the observed fluctuations result from mesoscopic interference and not from sample inhomogeneity. The spatial C(∆r) and spectral C(∆ν) correlations of the transmitted intensity are shown in Fig. 4(a-c) . Both the out of focus spatial and spectral correlations could be fitted using only a short-range (C 
Conclusions
The high-density semiconductor nanowire mats in this study exhibit very strong interference contributions caused by mesoscopic transport. Statistical analysis of intensity fluctuations shows that transport for focused illumination is governed by a minimum of around 3 open transmission modes, which is a record low value for light in a three-dimensional medium. These effects are so strong that we observe a change in the distribution from
Gaussian towards a skewed distribution that is predicted in the theory but never previously seen in a three-dimensional optical medium. These observations are backed up by the spec- were required for the in focus than for the out of focus statistics.
An important issue for real samples is to discriminate statistical fluctuations originating from mesoscopic effects from those caused by local sample inhomogeneity. It was found that sample variations had a much longer length scale (tens of µm) than the typical sub-µm range of mesoscopic effects, and so these variations could be effectively divided out by a moving average of the total transmission. Fluctuations in the laser intensity amounted to no more than ±2% and of long enough range to be removed by the moving average.
Each image was normalized to the ensemble averaged image in order to obtain the normalized transmission coefficient s ab = t ab / ⟨t ab ⟩. The brackets denote the ensemble average.
Only the center area of the spot corresponding to the half-maximum of the average spot were included in the analysis of s ab to minimize the effect of the background. An area out to 13.5% of the average was analyzed for the total transmission, corresponding to a 1/e 2 cut-off. Experimental contrast was included as a prefactor that affected the average image.
Spectral correlations were obtained using a external cavity stabilized tunable diode laser 
with 
The spatial and spectral intensity-intensity correlation functions were fitted using wellknown expressions in the diffusion approximation, see e.g. 2 . Traditionally, one distinguishes in the correlation function different components
defines the width of the speckle defined by interference outside the medium, while C (2) and C (3) are corrections due to one and two crossings of light paths, respectively, inside the medium 2 . Intuitively, one can understand these correlations from the fact that at a crossing, information about the origin of the light paths is lost and waves appearing from different directions propagate together without losing phase coherence. Dephasing only takes place in the segments before the crossing and correlations become long-range 2 . For the long-range spatial correlation we use form of the C (2) (∆r) ∝ L/∆r for ∆r > ℓ, interpolated to the value of 4/3g for ∆r = 0. 
